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Interactions between endothelial cells (ECs) and perivascular mural cells (MCs) via signaling molecules or physical contacts are implicated both in vascular remodeling and maintenance of vascular integrity. However, it remains unclear how MCs regulate the morphogenic activity of ECs to form an organized vascular architecture, comprising distinct artery, vein, and capillary, from a simple meshlike network. A clear elucidation of this question requires an experimental model system in which ECs are separated from MCs and yet form vascular structures. Here we report that injection of an antagonistic mAb against PDGFR-β into murine neonates provides such an experimental system in the retina by completely blocking MC recruitment to developing vessels. While a vascular network was formed even in the absence of MCs, it was poorly remodeled and leaky. Using this vascular system ideal for direct assessment of the activities of MC-derived molecules, we show that addition of recombinant modified angiopoietin-1 restored a hierarchical vasculature, and also rescued retinal edema and hemorrhage in the complete absence of MCs. These observations demonstrate the potential of Ang1 as a new therapeutic modality for MC dropout in diseases such as diabetic retinopathies.


Introduction
The first vascular plexus in the embryo is formed in the absence of perivascular mural cells (MCs; pericytes around capillaries and smooth muscle cells around larger vessels) and then rapidly remodels to a higher-order structure after the recruitment of MCs to the vascular network (1). For this vascular remodeling process, it has been widely accepted that interactions between endothelial cells (ECs) and MCs are critical cellular events (2), and a number of distinct signaling molecules have been implicated in EC-MC interactions (3, 4). Among the better characterized of these are angiopoietin-1 (Ang1) and its receptor, Tie2, and PDGF-B and its receptor, PDGFR-β (2, 5–8). These molecules appear to be the best candidates for mediating EC-MC interactions, as these ligands (PDGF-B and Ang1) and their corresponding receptors (PDGFR-β and Tie2) are expressed in a complementary manner, PDGF-B and Tie2 in ECs, and PDGFR-β and Ang1 in MCs (9–15). In addition, defects in either PDGF-B/PDGFR-β or Ang1/Tie2 signaling result in vascular dysmorphogenesis and substantial reduction of MC association with blood vessels (14–22). It has been widely accepted that PDGF-B promotes MC recruitment to developing vessels by stimulating MC proliferation and migration (8). On the other hand, despite accumulating evidence for multiple roles of Ang1 in EC activities, including sprouting, survival, or antipermeability effects (6), the exact requirement of Ang1 for EC morphogenic activity in construction of hierarchical vascular structures is still unclear. Based upon the results of gene targeting studies, it was initially proposed that Ang1 indirectly facilitates MC recruitment to nascent endothelial tubes by stimulating the release of PDGF-B from ECs (23). The recruited MCs in turn direct the remodeling of the primitive vascular network to a higher-order struc-
ture. Alternatively, recent studies have suggested that Ang1/Tie2 signaling directly modulates numerous EC activities, thereby ensuring tight association with adjacent MCs (24, 25).

A substantial problem underlying previous studies, including genetic manipulations, is distinguishing the direct and indirect effects of Ang1 on ECs, as ECs and MCs mutually interact through multiple molecules in developing vessels, and such molecules may compensate for the altered Ang1 functions. A more definitive elucidation of the specific activity of Ang1 might be best evaluated in an experimental model system in which the vascular network is formed in the complete absence of MC association, thereby allowing the direct assessment of the particular activities of distinct MC-derived molecules.

While such a situation occurs in the early embryo, it is difficult to manipulate. The murine retinal vascular system, on the other hand, develops after birth (26), and has advantages in accessibility and manipulability. Here, we investigated the retinal vascular system as a suitable model for studying vascular development. In the developing retina, all vessels were covered by PDGFR-β+ MCs, be it artery, vein, or capillary. Systemic administration of an antagonistic mAb against PDGFR-β during neonatal stages completely blocked MC recruitment to developing retinal vessels. Using this system, in which ECs are separated from MCs and yet form vascular structures, we assessed the potential of Ang1 to promote vascular remodeling in the absence of direct EC-MC interactions. Some severe defects in vascular remodeling and vessel integrity were largely corrected by the addition of recombinant Ang1 (Ang1*, modified from the native form), indicating that Ang1 is a key MC-derived regulator required for normal postnatal development and formation of the hierarchical microvasculature in the mouse retina. However, incomplete restitution of the vasculature indicates the involvement of other MC-derived molecules in the fine-tuning of vascular networks.

Methods

Animals. All animal procedures described in this study were performed using ICR mice (SLC Japan, Shizuoka, Japan) in accordance with the guidelines for animal experiments at Kyoto University Graduate School of Medicine.

Ab's and factors. The mAbs against murine PDGFR-β (clone APB5) (27) and murine Tie2 (clone TEK4) (28), and the fusion protein consisting of the extracellular domain of murine Tie2 and the Fc portion of human IgG (Tie2-Fc) (29), were prepared and labeled as previously described. Ang1* (Regeneron Pharmaceuticals Inc., Tarrytown, New York, USA) was prepared as previously described (12, 30). Ang1* is a recombinant Ang1 with a modified NH2-terminus in which the first 73 amino acids of human Ang2 are fused to the portion of human Ang1 beginning at the 77th amino acid residue, and amino acid replacement of Cys265 to Ser. Labeled or unlabeled mAbs for platelet-endothelial cell adhesion molecule-1 (PECAM-1, clone MEC13.3 from Pharmingen, San Diego, California, USA; and clone 2H8 from Chemicon International, Temecula, California, USA), α-smooth muscle actin (SMA) (clone 1A4; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA), fibronectin (clone FN-15; Sigma-Aldrich), desmin (clone D33; DAKO Corp., Glostrup, Denmark), and polyclonal Abs against laminin and type IV collagen (Cosmo Bio LSL, Tokyo, Japan) were purchased.

Injection of reagents. To block PDGFR-β function, 100 µg of APB5 was injected intraperitoneally daily to neonatal mice beginning on postnatal day 0 (P0). Littersmates injected with nonspecific rat IgG (Sigma-Aldrich) or with vehicle alone served as controls. For intraocular injections, 1 µg of Tie2-Fc or 300 ng of Ang1* in 300 nl sterile buffer was injected into the vitreous humor using glass capillary pipettes with a micromanipulator (Drummond Scientific Co., Broomall, Pennsylvania, USA) on days P1, P4, and P7. Control injections of BSA or human IgG Fc fragment (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, West Grove, Pennsylvania, USA) were given into contralateral eyes to ensure that vascular phenotypes were not due to injection artifacts.

Immunohistochemical and histological analysis. For whole-mount preparations, the retinal cup was dissociated from other parts of the eye and used in immunohistochemical procedures as previously described (31). For cryosections, eyes were frozen in OCT compound (Sakura Finetek, Torrance, California, USA) and sectioned at a thickness of 10 µm. For hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining, eyes were embedded in paraffin and sectioned at 5 µm thickness. Confocal microscopy was performed using a Leica laser scanning microscope and TCS NT image software (Leica Microsystems Inc., Wetzlar, Germany). Transmission and scanning electron microscopy were performed under conditions optimized for analyzing vascular systems as previously described (32). The specimens were photographed with a Hitachi H-800 transmission microscope and S-800 scanning electron microscope (Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan).

Detection of cell proliferation and apoptosis. To label cells in S phase of the cell cycle, an intraperitoneal injection (100 µg/g body weight) of bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) was given 1 hour before enucleation. The incorporated BrdU was detected by immunohistochemistry using an FITC-conjugated mAb for BrdU (Roche Molecular Biochemicals, Mannheim, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. TUNEL technique was used to detect apoptotic cells according to the standard protocol described by Gavrieli et al. (33). Dying cells were also labeled in vivo using propidium iodide (Molecular Probes Inc., Eugene, Oregon, USA), a fluorescent molecule that is excluded from uninjured viable cells and binds to the DNA and RNA of transiently injured viable cells or cells undergoing either necrosis or apoptosis. One hour after an intraperitoneal injection of
propidium iodide (25 µg/g body weight), retinas were dissected and examined by fluorescence microscopy.

Visualization of vascular leakage. Ten minutes after an injection of 4.4-kDa TRITC-dextran solution (50 µl at 10 mg/ml in PBS; Sigma-Aldrich) into the heart over the chest wall, eyes were enucleated and extravasated TRITC-dextran in the retina was observed by fluorescence microscopy.

Quantitative analysis. Flat-mount retinas stained with PECAM-1 were photographed on an Axiophot microscope (Carl Zeiss Jena GmbH, Jena, Germany) equipped with a charge-coupled device camera and associated software (AxioVision version 3.1). The images were processed using NIH Image software (version 1.62). Vascular density was quantified by measuring PECAM-positive vessels in a fixed area photographed using a 10× objective. The radius of vascular networks was quantified by measuring the length between the center of the optic nerve and the edge of leading vessels. These measurements were performed in four quadrants and then averaged for each retina. For each treatment group, six retinas were analyzed. The data were expressed as mean ± SD and were statistically analyzed by Student t test. Differences were considered statistically significant when P values were below 0.05.

Results
MC recruitment in postnatal development of the retinal vasculature. Previously, using SMA as a marker for MCs, MC coverage of the developing retinal vessels was reported to proceed by MC outmigration along arteries and to lag many days behind capillary formation (34). Based on this observation, it was hypothesized that remodeling occurs only in the MC-free endothelial plexus, and such plasticity is lost upon the acquisition of an MC coating. This hypothesis is challenged, however, by findings that MCs around capillaries are negative for SMA (15, 35). To reassess the relationship between retinal vascular remodeling and MC recruitment, we combined PDGFR-β, desmin, and SMA as MC markers. PECAM-1 was used as an EC marker. At postnatal day 1 (P1), a primitive vascular plexus begins to sprout radially from the optic disc located in the center of the retina. As vessels spread toward the periphery, the primitive vascular network is gradually transformed into higher-order architecture comprised of distinctive arteries, veins, and capillaries. In the developing retina, PDGFR-β was expressed only around developing vessels (Figure 1, a and b). Throughout the course of retinal vascular development, PDGFR-β expression was detected around all developing vessels...
High-magnification views of transverse sections revealed that PDGFR-β was expressed in MCs intimately associated with EC tubes (Figure 1e). Desmin was expressed around all retinal vessels (Figure 1f), even at growing vascular edges (Figure 1, g and h). Surprisingly, in contrast to a previous report (34), we observed that SMA was expressed by MCs associated with most of the developing retinal vessels at early stages (P2 and P3) of development (Figure 1, i and j). Later, as vascular remodeling proceeded, SMA expression was progressively lost in MCs associated with differentiating capillaries and veins (Figure 1k). Eventually, strong SMA expression was detected only in MCs around arteries (Figure 1, i and m). In areas of peripheral advancing vessels, however, SMA was still expressed around newly formed vessels even at later stages (Figure 1n). Scanning electron microscopy also demonstrated that MCs were associated with all types of retinal vessels, be it artery (Figure 1o), vein (Figure 1p), or capillary (Figure 1q), despite apparent morphological heterogeneity. Thus MCs are recruited to all types of developing vessels in the retina, but exhibit distinct immunohistochemical and histological features that are characteristic of the types of vessels with which they are associated.

Inhibition of MC recruitment to retinal vessels by postnatal treatment with anti–PDGFR-β Ab. Although previous gene targeting studies indicated critical roles for PDGF-B/PDGFR-β in MC recruitment, the dependence of MC recruitment on PDGF-B/PDGFR-β appears variable among tissues (14, 15). As virtually all MCs in retinal vessels express PDGFR-β, we next investigated the possibility that MC recruitment to retinal vessels might be blocked completely by administration of an antagonistic anti–PDGFR-β mAb (APB5) (27). After preliminary experiments, we used a regimen in which neonates, beginning on P0, were treated with daily intraperitoneal injections of 100 µg APB5. Because of the inherent property of this mAb, continuous injection of such a high dose is required to block PDGFR-β completely (27). Accessibility of APB5 injected intraperitoneally into the retina of neonates was confirmed by its distribution over the entire retinal vascular network (Figure 2, a–d). Neonates treated with APB5 grew up healthy and had normal weight gain and appearance. In retinas of APB5-treated mice, all developing vessels were completely devoid of MCs, with the exception of the continued presence of a few MCs (arrowheads) only at the roots of trunk vessels arising from the optic disc (e and f). Bars represent 20 µm. (i and j) Scanning electron microscopy depicting denuded endothelial tubes with complete absence of MC coverage in large vessels (i) and capillaries (j) in APB5-treated retina.

Phenotype of retinal vessels that lack MCs. In control retinas, five to six arterial trunks were usually formed, which were characterized by progressive loss of direct anastomoses with the capillary plexus (Figure 3, a and c). Between the arterial trunks were venous trunks that maintained extensive anastomoses with the capillary plexus. The venous trunks were always larger in size...
than the arterial trunks. In the APB5-treated mice, on the other hand, while the superficial plexus of retinal vessels initially continued to grow toward the periphery of the retina and underwent remodeling into large and small vessels, the architecture of this MC-free vascular system was severely distorted (Figure 3, b and d). All types of retinal vessels were enlarged and anastomosed randomly with each other. Arterial and venous trunks frequently crossed each other and were connected directly via short vessels, which were never seen in control retinas. These MC-free vessels were perfused with circulating blood, since they were labeled in vivo by systemically perfused lectin (data not shown). Interestingly, although the normal morphological distinctions between artery and vein were largely absent, arteries were still smaller than veins, and some degree of capillary pruning remained around the major arteries (Figure 3d). In addition, the intensity of PECAM staining remained stronger in arteries than in veins, as is normally the case. Thus, some properties distinguishing arteries and veins can be established in the absence of normal interactions with MCs.

At around P8 to P9, advancing vessels were present at the edges of the retina in control mice (Figure 3a), while in the APB5-treated mice, the peripheral retina remained unvascularized (Figure 3b). This impression was quantitatively assessed by measuring the radius of the retinal vasculature. In addition, to evaluate the morphometric changes, we quantified the vascular density in the proximal vascularized retina. At P3, there were no significant differences in either of these parameters between control and APB5-treated mice. However, at later stages of retinal development, reduced radius and increased density became apparent in the retinal vasculature of APB5-treated mice. The radius was reduced by 23% ± 4.1% at P5, and by 38% ± 5.1% at P8 (Figure 1e; n = 6, P < 0.05 for each), while the density was increased by 31% ± 11% at P5 and by 93% ± 20% at P8 (Figure 1f; n = 6, P < 0.05 for each). The substantial increase of retinal vascular density despite the apparently sparse capillary meshwork was ascribed to enlargement of both trunk and capillary vessels. In these enlarged vessels, ECs were increased in number as well as in size (Figure 3, g and h).

Next, we assessed the rate of apoptosis or proliferation of retinal ECs, as MCs were proposed to inhibit endothelial proliferation (37, 38) or promote endothelial survival (34, 39). Even in the absence of MCs, no significant increase of apoptotic ECs was observed by TUNEL (Figure 3i) or in vivo propidium iodide labeling assays (Figure 3j). Moreover, we could not detect significant changes in the number of BrdU-labeled ECs (Figure 3, k–n), which were present particularly in the advancing vessels at the periphery of the retina, indi-
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**Figure 3**
Disorganized vascular remodeling in the absence of MCs. (a and b) Double immunostaining with PECAM (brown) and SMA (blue) of P8 retina. In the control (a), advancing vessels had reached the edges of the retina, while in the APB5-treated mice, the peripheral retina remained unvascularized (b). Note the strong SMA expression around arteries in the control retina. (c and d) PECAM staining of P8 retina of control (c) and APB5-treated mice (d). Note the remaining capillary pruning and intense PECAM staining in arteries even in the absence of MCs. (e and f) Morphometric analysis of retinal vasculature at P3, P5, and P8. Black bars, control mice; gray bars, APB5-treated mice. Data (mean ± SD) are expressed as percentages relative to the control retina on P3. *P < 0.05 by Student t test. (g and h) High-magnification view of PECAM staining in P5 retina. The shape of each EC is illustrated by white lines. Increases in the number and size of ECs contributed to vessel enlargement in the absence of MCs. Bars represent 20 μm. (i and j) Detection of dying ECs by TUNEL assay (i) and in vivo propidium iodide labeling (j) in P5 retina. Endothelial apoptosis (arrowheads) was not accelerated even in the absence of MCs. (k–n) Double labeling of BrdU-incorporating cells (green) and PECAM-ECs (red) in P5 retina. ECs were mitotically active, particularly in the regions of advancing retinal vessels in both APB5-treated mice (m and n) and controls (k and l). A, artery; V, vein.
cating that new ECs are constitutively generated. Thus, the morphogenic defect in the retinal vessels of APB5-treated mice does not appear to be attributable to changes in proliferation or apoptosis of ECs.

In addition to the failure in retinal vascular remodeling, APB5 treatment induced progressive edema at around P8 to P9 in the nerve fiber layer across which the retinal vasculature extends, finally resulting in retinal collapse and massive hemorrhage at P10. (b) Retinal cup of APB5-treated mouse at P9 depicting widespread hemorrhage and funnel-shaped retinal collapse. (c and d) Visualization of vascular leakage in P8 retina by TRITC-dextran perfusion. Multifocal leakage of systemically perfused dextran demonstrated the increased vascular permeability in the absence of MCs (d). No leakage was found in the control retina (c). (e and f) Scanning electron microscopy demonstrating numerous cleft formations (arrowheads in e) in denuded endothelial sheets and extravasation of blood cells (f). (g–j) Ultrastructural analysis depicting vessel walls with MC coverage in the control retina (g and h) and MC-free endothelial walls in the APB5-treated retina (i and j). In the absence of MCs, extraluminal spaces were enlarged with fluid accumulation. Note the swelling of periendothelial basement membranes with cell debris (arrowhead in j). EC, endothelial cell; MC, mural cell. (k–m) Double immunofluorescent staining of PECAM (green) and fibronectin (k), type IV collagen (l), and laminin (m) (red) in retinal vessels of APB5-treated mice. Major extracellular matrix components of basement membranes were deposited around EC surfaces in the absence of MCs. Bars represent 5 μm.

Figure 4
Deteriorated integrity of retinal vessels in the absence of MCs. (a) H&E staining of retinal sections of control (top) and APB5-treated (bottom) mice. APB5 treatment induced progressive exacerbation of retinal edema in the nerve fiber layer (NFL) at around P8 to P9, resulting in retinal collapse and massive hemorrhage at P10. (b) Retinal cup of APB5-treated mouse at P9 depicting widespread hemorrhage and funnel-shaped retinal collapse. (c and d) Visualization of vascular leakage in P8 retina by TRITC-dextran perfusion. Multifocal leakage of systemically perfused dextran demonstrated the increased vascular permeability in the absence of MCs (d). No leakage was found in the control retina (c). (e and f) Scanning electron microscopy demonstrating numerous cleft formations (arrowheads in e) in denuded endothelial sheets and extravasation of blood cells (f). (g–j) Ultrastructural analysis depicting vessel walls with MC coverage in the control retina (g and h) and MC-free endothelial walls in the APB5-treated retina (i and j). In the absence of MCs, extraluminal spaces were enlarged with fluid accumulation. Note the swelling of periendothelial basement membranes with cell debris (arrowhead in j). EC, endothelial cell; MC, mural cell. (k–m) Double immunofluorescent staining of PECAM (green) and fibronectin (k), type IV collagen (l), and laminin (m) (red) in retinal vessels of APB5-treated mice. Major extracellular matrix components of basement membranes were deposited around EC surfaces in the absence of MCs. Bars represent 5 μm.
In eyes treated with Tie2-Fc, the retinal vascular system was comprised of homogeneously sized capillaries and lost the hierarchical architecture. This defect in formation of large vessels is consistent with previous reports on mice null for Tie2 (17) or Ang1 (18). In clear contrast, Ang1* injections accelerated (though only slightly) the rate of vascular development by increasing the radius of vascular networks (16% ± 12%, *n* = 6, *P* = not significant) (Figure 5i) and decreasing vascular density (10% ± 13%, *n* = 6, *P* = not significant) (Figure 5j). The most striking effects of Ang1* were an increase in the number of arterial and venous trunk vessels (control vs. Ang1*, respectively: artery, 5.8 ± 0.8 vs. 7.9 ± 0.9; vein, 6.0 ± 0.9 vs. 9.0 ± 0.8; *n* = 6, *P* < 0.05 for each) and increased vascular diameter (percent increase in control vs. Ang1*, respectively: artery, 32% ± 19%; vein, 36% ± 21%; *n* = 12, *P* < 0.05 for each) (Figure 5k and l). These results indicate critical involvement of Ang1 in retinal vascular remodeling, especially in generation and enlargement of trunk vessels.

Next we assessed the effects of Ang1* on vascular remodeling in the absence of MCs. Even after depletion of MCs, all ECs still expressed Tie2 receptor (Figure 5e). Strikingly, APB5-induced defects in retinal vasculature (Figure 5f) were substantially restored by Ang1* injection (Figure 5g), though MC recruitment remained uncorrected (Figure 5h). This restoration represents Ang1 acting on ECs to regulate their morphogenic processes. However, compared with the normal retina, there remained clear differences in the vascular structure of retina treated with both Ang1* and APB5. Although the radius of the vascular networks was the same as in the normal retina (Figure 5i), all types of vessels were significantly enlarged (percent enlargement in control vs. APB5 + Ang1*, respectively): (artery, 65% ± 49%, *n* = 12, *P* < 0.05; vein, 57% ± 50%, *n* = 12, *P* < 0.05; capillary, 57% ± 38%, *n* = 24, *P* < 0.05) (Figure 5k–m). Vessel enlargement together with formation of numerous capillaries resulted in significantly higher vascular density (increase of 57% ± 12%, *n* = 6, *P* < 0.05) (Figure 5j).

At later stages (P8) after repeated Ang1* injections, restoration of higher-order architecture to the retinal vasculature became more evident (Figure 6c). Arteries were more clearly distinguishable from veins by their size as well as the intensity of PECAM staining. However, some aspects of the vascular structure, such as vessel enlargement and excessive capillary formation, remained different from the normal retina (Figure 6a). Remarkably, anastomoses between capillaries and arteries were largely retained in retinas treated with both Ang1* and APB5 (Figure 6c). In addition to the effects on these morphological processes in vascular remodeling, Ang1* prevented retinal collapse by suppression of edema and hemorrhage, even at P10 (Figure 6f), implicating a direct role for Ang1 in the maintenance of endothelial integrity. Indeed, extravascular fluid accumulation and swelling of basement membranes were corrected to normal levels (Figure 6, g and h).

All the above effects of Ang1* injections were abrogated by coinjection of Tie2-Fc (data not shown), indicating that they are Ang1-specific. These results reveal that Ang1 alone can ameliorate most of the defects in vascular patterning and vessel integrity caused by MC loss.

**Discussion**

In this study, we described a novel experimental system in which the vascular network is formed in the absence of MCs. This system allowed assessment of the direct effects of MC-derived molecules on various activities of ECs, including processes taking place...
during remodeling. To inhibit MC recruitment in the retina, we systemically injected an antagonistic mAb to PDGFR-β (APB5), as PDGFR-β signaling was implicated in MC recruitment to nascent vessels (14, 15, 42). While systemic APB5 administration completely blocked MC recruitment in the retina, it did not cause dissociation of MCs from ECs in other regions, such as the brain (data not shown), where MC recruitment was inhibited in embryos null for PDGF-B or PDGFR-β (14, 15). Moreover, APB5 administration to older mice has no effect on MCs in the retinal vessels (data not shown). Taken together, PDGFR-β signaling is essential for recruiting MCs in developing vessels, but not for maintenance of EC-MC association or MC survival in quiescent vessels.

Although the overall condition of the neonates appeared unimpaired by systemic APB5 treatment, postnatal vascular development in some tissues was affected to some extent. For instance, in the kidney, APB5 treatment inhibits new formation of glomeruli in the outer cortical layer, whereas mature glomeruli in medullar regions remains unaffected (43). Thus, the possibility that developmental failure in other tissues, such as the kidney, secondarily affects the processes in retinal vascular development should be considered. However, as direct intraocular injections of APB5 (which may not have systemic influence) resulted in retinal vascular changes similar to those induced by systemic injection (data not shown), the secondary effects of systemic injection on the retinal vasculature may be minimal. It should be noted that compared with the intraocular injection, administration of APB5 by systemic injection is technically easier and gives more reproducible results in complete inhibition of MC recruitment.

Consistent with functional analysis using APB5, immunostaining of retinal vessels with this mAb demonstrated that PDGFR-β+ MCs were associated with virtually all vessels from the early stages of retinal vascular development. This observation, however, contrasts with a previous model indicating that a considerable portion of developing retinal vessels, particularly veins and capillaries, remains unassociated with MCs for more than 10 days after birth (34). We think this discrepancy is due to the fact that the previous conclusion was drawn from experiments using only SMA as a MC marker. Recent studies using transgenic mice expressing β-galactosidase in MCs (44) or in situ hybridization with a probe against PDGFR-β (45) are consistent with our present results showing that MCs are distributed along the entire retinal vasculature.

Taken collectively, we propose the following model for MC recruitment during retinal vascular development. First, nascent retinal vessels rapidly recruit PDGFR-β+ MCs, which are regulated by EC-derived PDGF-B. While most newly recruited MCs are initially similar, they rapidly diversify, either through interactions with distinctive EC subsets or through the influence of regional hemodynamic constraints, thereby generating morphologically distinct MC populations at the appropriate sites in the vascular system. Likewise, SMA expression is determined extrinsically in response to specific conditions associated with arteries or nascent capillaries.

While vascular growth could proceed to a fair extent in the absence of MCs, the resulting vascular system was severely disorganized and leaky. This is consistent with the prevalent notion that MCs are required for both vascular remodeling and maintenance of the integrity of the EC layers (2, 46, 47). It was previously suggested that in the processes of vascular remodeling, MCs regulate EC behavior through inhibiting EC mitotic activity as well as EC apoptosis, thereby pro-
moting vessel stabilization. While APB5 treatment retarded radial extension of retinal vasculature and enhanced dilation of each vessel, we did not observe changes in apoptosis or proliferation of ECs in APB5-treated retina. Thus, MCs may contribute to the remodeling process through regulating yet- unidentified activities of ECs, other than proliferation or survival.

The vascular network devoid of MCs, though defective, is useful for assessing the net activity of Ang1, which is constitutively expressed in developing retina (48). As remodeling is a morphogenic process, it is reasonable to think complex positional cues are required for this process. Despite our initial expectation that intraocularly injected Ang1*, which might be present diffusely over the retina, has only a limited ability to compensate for the loss of MCs, the organized vascular architecture was substantially restored by Ang1*. In this experiment, we injected Ang1* in one eye while MC recruitment was inhibited in both eyes by systemic APB5 injection, thereby allowing the other eye to serve as control. The restoration of the retinal vascular architecture only at the Ang1*-injected side indicates that Ang1* acted directly on the retinal vessels rather than changing the organization of the systemic vascular system. It should be emphasized that Ang1* could not restore MC recruitment at all. Thus, this restitution is due to the direct action of Ang1* on ECs. Moreover, suppression of leakage of MC-free vasculature indicates that Ang1 exerts its antipermeability effects (49, 50) directly through maintenance of EC integrity. Hence, the previous hypothesis that the principal role of Ang1 is to stabilize the physical association of MCs with ECs, thereby strengthening further EC-MC interactions (23, 51), should be reevaluated.

While our present study using recombinant Ang1* suggested a role for Ang1 as the major molecule responsible for MC-mediated vascular remodeling, further elucidation is required to understand the exact roles of Ang1 in physiological vascular development. Although Ang1* is thought to have activity similar to that of the native Ang1 in vitro, especially in activation of Tie2 receptor, it remains to be determined whether the modifications in Ang1* confer additional activities to or impair the original functions of native Ang1 during blood vessel formation (52, 53). Moreover, a recent study showing the direct binding of Ang1 to β1-integrin suggests the possibility that the phenomena described here could be partly ascribed to this Tie2-independent pathway (54). Our present observations, however, give some possible insights into the processes through which Ang1 eventually guides the hierarchical patterning of developing vessels. First, increases in the number and size of trunk vessels by Ang1* treatment suggest the importance of Ang1 in generating major blood vessels. This role is consistent with increased frequency of enlarged vessel diameters in Ang1-overexpressing transgenic mice (49, 55) or with decreases in the number and size of large vessels in mice null for Ang1 (18). On the other hand, excessive vessel formation with retained periarterial capillaries in the absence of MCs indicates that Ang1 alone is not sufficient for normal vascular patterning, and that fine-tuning of the vascular network requires further involvement of MCs. As previously suggested (2), stabilization of EC integrity by Ang1 may render the vascular system permissive to other MC-derived signals, and our experimental system will be useful in the identification of such molecules.

Finally, the present experimental system in which MCs are dissociated from the vascular network is useful for understanding various pathological conditions. In diabetic retinopathy, selective loss of MCs from microvessels has been suggested to initiate subsequent events such as aneurysm formation, retinal edema, and hemorrhage (40). However, the long course of diabetic retinopathy has hindered analysis of causal connections between these events. Similarities in the historical features of the vascular system between APB5-treated retina and diabetic retinopathy indicate the potential of this experimental system — for instance, our results showing that Ang1* administration inhibited vascular leakage in the absence of MCs, predicting a possibility for use of Ang1 therapy to treat diabetic retinopathy. Indeed, a recent study has confirmed that Ang1 can ameliorate the pathology seen in rodent models of diabetic retinopathy (56).
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